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GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY ENABLER FOR THE MONETISATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF VIDEO CONTENT
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TV2U INTRODUCTION
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WHO IS TV2U?
TV2U is a wholesale television service provider to B2B clients
TV2U is a cloud based next generation “unicast” multi device/screen television service provider
TV2U’s entertainment service includes: On demand movies and linear channels, Hollywood and
international content and games
Real Time Analytics which drives personalised advertising and viewing habits can be monetized in
many other ways
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EXPERIENCED TEAM OF INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

Nick Fitzgerald

Steve Shalliker

CEO

COO

• Previously worked with Digital
Rapids, Leitch, Digital Processing
Systems, Hagemeyer, Film
Australia

• Previously lead Product Line
Management for AlcatelLucent’s Mediaroom systems
integration business

• 25 years’ experience across
broadcast and new media
industries

• 20 years experience of senior
management with start-up
businesses and major systems
integrators

• Leads the overall company
vision, goals and strategy
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Liaqat Fayyaz

Director of Software
Development

• Previously worked with Noxel
Group, V One Multimedia Pte LTD
Singapore, Microsoft
• 15 years’ experience in awardwinning software development in
broadcast, IPTV and over-the-top
video
• Drives the software behind TV2U’s
technology
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TV2U BRINGS DISRUPTION TO THE OTT MARKET
TV2U is a wholesale TV supplier inclusive of video content
ISP’s are moving into the TV market and competing with Telco's, without requiring any high cost
set top boxes
TV2U is their solution - with low CAPEX setup and guaranteed users, ISP's are about to change the
way TV is made available
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TV2U’s OPEX, rather than CAPEX, based business model is the future of B2B television
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CONTENT IS KING – TV2U’S COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT
PLATFORM
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HOLLYWOOD LIVE CONTENT

PAUSE

REWIND

HOLLYWOOD VOD CONTENT

RESTART
KARAOKE ON DEMAND

CONSOLE GAMES

INTERNATIONAL CONTENT
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ENCRYPTED CONTENT DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION
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PARTNERED WITH A MARKET LEADER FOR CONTENT
PROVISION
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•

The agreement with Vubiquity gives TV2U a unique combination of technology and quality of content

•

TV2U has signed an agreement with Vubiquity, a leading global provider of technology-based solutions
that facilitate content monetization for the Entertainment and Media industries

•

Vubiquity offers a full scope of managed services globally for linear and on demand viewing that support
rental, sell-through, ad-supported and subscription business models

•

By providing premium content and multiplatform capabilities that evolve with consumer technologies,
Vubiquity is leading the way for the next generation of content services

•

Vubiquity will join TV2U to distribute and market VOD to initially up to 7 countries and gives TV2U exposure
to the under penetrated OTT markets of UK, Australia, Indonesia and the Middle East

•

Subscribers will stream content to some or all of their smartphones, tablets, PC’s, smart TVs and STBs
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TV2U’S TECHNOLOGY IS CURRENTLY STREAMING
LIVE CONTENT
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NEMONT MONTANA USA
•

•

•
•
•

Australia

Nemont has a telecom and mobile network extending across
vast reaches of Montana as an independent provider of voice
and broadband services.
Nemont utilises TV2U technology to support distribution of
exclusive local content within and beyond its service areas, to
marking a new approach to video monetization that does not
rely on traditional pay TV content. Delivering content to
Android Roku Set Top Box and PC.
CMS (Content Management Services) Software provides
service to multiple devices including mobile and tablet.
Optional full Social Media Integration connecting audiences to
specific content for Nemont.
Key offering is colleague football through social media and
TV2U recommendation engine customers are updated on
team news and events.
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INDUSTRY STATISTICS SUPPORT TV2U’S GROWTH
PROPOSITION

Sector Forecasts (source; IDC (Market Intelligence))
• Worldwide IT and telecom spending will slow modestly to 3.8% in
2015, to over $3.8 trillion.

• The industry's dramatic and disruptive shift to its 3rd Platform for
innovation and growth (built on cloud, mobile, social, and big data
solutions) will accelerate.
• Smartphone and tablet spending will hit $484 billion, generating 40%
of all IT growth. Phablets will grow to 18% of smartphone units sold in
2015.
• The greater cloud market will hit $118 billion, growing to over $200
billion by 2018. Amazon will come under three-way attack but will
hold or gain share.
• Overall global big data and analytics market will reach $125 billion.
Spending on rich media analytics will at least triple in 2015.

• Despite moderating GDP growth, China's impact on information and
communication technology (ICT) markets will skyrocket. In 2015,
China will account for 43% of all ICT spending growth, one-third of all
smartphone purchases, and about one-third of all online shoppers.
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REAL TIME ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL REVENUE POTENTIAL
WHAT ARE ANALYTICS?
•

Analytics are patterns and other meaningful
information gathered from the analysis of data.

HOW ARE ANALYTICS COLLECTED?
•

With the use of TV2U’s technology analytics are
gathered from the EDGE, Player Apps and Social
Media.

WHAT TYPES OF ANALYTICS DO TV2U PROVIDE?
•

TV2U’s analytics provide detailed information on the viewers
consuming content and their habits, including:
• Number of viewers
• Location
• How they engage with content
• Devices used
• Monitor interaction with social media platforms
• Time of day consuming content
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CONTENT PARTNERS – JOINT SALES PIPELINE
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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An Ireland based software developer for internet connected devices and STB
hardware supplier
Binding Term Sheet for TV2U to offer TARA TV to Xunity’s current 6m and future
subscribers with immediate access to 2.5m across N. America
Unique cost effective access to market for TV2U content partners
Revenue share weighted in favour of TV2U from subscription and personalised
advertising using TV2U’s analytics technology

A major content aggregator has granted TV2U the rights to stream transactional
VOD, including content from some Hollywood studios, to specified Android and IOS
devices
Provides for distribution and marketing of VOD and linear services to under
penetrated OTT markets of UK, Australia, and across the Middle East

A Premier Karaoke label, established in 1991
Interactive and Dynamic Streaming via TARA will allow users to sing via all mobile and
static devices
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS - JOINT SALES PIPELINE
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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LOI to agree formal terms with Humax - leading gateway provider, delivering digital
STBs, DVR, video and broadband gateway to over 80 countries
TV2U rolled out across all Humax STBs and current users to be notified
TV2U to provide interactive premium TV services and agree subscription based
revenue sharing model

Global leader in Content Delivery Network services - US$13 billion mkt cap
TV2U will make digital content and services available to Akamai’s customers through
technical integration with Akamai’s Predictive Video Over Cellular (PVOC)
programmes
Parties will co-sell their combined solution to mobile operators
Analytics to also be implemented to facilitate targeted advertisin
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CONTRACT NETWORK SALES PIPELINE
•

Stereoscope Cloud

•

To form JV to provide interactive OTT premium national television services and
interactive shopping facilities in China
TV2U Singapore to provide equipment, software licences, technical and management
support services and rights to use digital content in specified Asian countries for the
purposes of Stereoscope’s proposed OTT interactive television, shopping and gaming
streaming services

Note: TV2U has early stage LOIs in place with the parties set out on this slide and the preceding two slides. There is no
guarantee that TV2U will be able to convert these LOIs into binding definitive agreements.
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WIN WIN – TV2U REVENUE SOURCES

Managed services
• Per subscriber per month manage services fee
• Per client download fee from app store

Content Services: Margin varies by type
• Margin on content
• Margin on personalised advertising uplift
• Margin on gaming
• Margin on transit

Monetise the whole value chain

• Systems Integration: Minimum 30% margin

Wholesale TV service in the cloud

• Core systems integration business

Managed Services

• CDN deployment

Content

• Local headend

Systems Integration

• Local caches
• Client customisation
• Client branding
•
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SUMMARY OF THE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
TV2U has a unique business model and strategy
Sales cycle commenced with multiple contracts in the sales pipeline
Unique service offering in the OTT market inclusive of content
Fully funded through to revenue generation with minimum raise of A$4m
Maximum raise is $10m which accelerates construction of head end infrastructure
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